ballistics
THE FUTURE OF RACING

At flashing speeds, experiencing up to 2G’s and 100 movements per second, the Ballistics player feels every super-boost, collision, the jet-powered acceleration, even the vibration of the engine under the seat.

As a pilot in the Ballistics seat, the player drives a sleekly designed jet-propelled “Speeder Bike” through a magnetic tube. Players are given a full 360 degree range of movement as they spiral along the futuristic track while avoiding obstacles and maneuvering towards various power-ups.

- 8 linkable
- Coin-operated
- Med Wave Motion
- Consistent Earnings

Height: 72” H x 27” W x 84” D
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GET IN LINE™
THE NEXT GENERATION IN MOTION BASED ENTERTAINMENT

“At the location we first placed two Ballistics with Motion, the collections were number one!

We've been very happy with the numbers and the players love the motion platform.

It's a great piece indeed!”

Jon W. Brady,
Brady Distributing

NOW WITH MOTION

WATCH YOUR EARNINGS
GO BALLISTIC!

Triotech Amusement
Get in Line...
The Name of the Game is Speed...

This BRAND NEW 2003 version features our incredible Mad Wave Motion technology. Players can now feel the super-boosts, the collisions, the acceleration and the totally mad vibration of a SONIC BOOM!

Pure and simple. As a pilot in the BALLISTICS races you unblinkingly propel your Speeder Bike through magnetic tubes that serve as the racetrack.

Players are given a full 360 degree range of movement as they spiral along the magnetic track, avoiding obstacles & other racers that could slow them down, while at the same time maneuvering towards various power-ups.

Power-ups include "Super Boosters" which allow players to accelerate at twice the normal capacity and "Ice" which super-cools the high-octane engine.

Specifications
- Length: 84"
- Width: 27"
- Height: 72"

Features
- High Earner in all locations
- Now features "Mad Wave Motion"
- Deluxe piece: compact size
- Appropriate for any location
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